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Pitch
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Unlike the traditional advertising agency,

we form a partnership by undertaking and producing all visual matters.
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Work
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We form a partnership and we invest in a brand, 


helping them reach their goal faster.


We will receive our return on investment just as the brand will.


Here’s how...


We perform all aspects of visual communication under one platform

because performing only one visual production won’t suffice. 


Brands that succeed usually have a cohesive communication style and high 

recognizability, but for the many brands that have the potential to succeed, budget 
restrictions have greatly limited their ability to encompass all aspects of visual 

communication in advertising.
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DIGITAL MEDIA


websites


e-commerce

social media


digital pr


digital marketing


newsletters

BRANDING


art direction


visual strategies

logo/branding


hang tags/labels


webmaster

Expertise
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VISUALS


images (photo & video)


graphic design

merchandising 


ad placement


lookbook/linesheets


flyers

trade show 
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Visual Marketing
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We are thoroughly integrated in a brand’s revenue stream, with the awareness that 

all visuals must lead to a profit.


The B2B and B2C’s audience is broad with many variables, requiring the brand’s 

identity to be properly presented to the diverse public.


Since we know our clients’ strategies, we convert their core visual identity into 
lookbooks, line sheets, newsletters, marketing decks and anything else that has a 

specific need to be “well communicated.” 
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Services
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SERVICES

(included)

EXPENSES

(not included, If needed)

EXTERNALS

(not included, If needed)

Strategies All included

Art Direction All included

Photoshoot Photography, Post production All expenses like studio, catering, 
transportation, etc.

Production, Model, Make Up, 
Locations, etc.

Website All included Expenses like plugins, domain Coder

Graphic Design All included Mock Ups (ex: packaging)

Social media Supervision, Creation of visuals, Planning Suites for handling social media Social Media Manager

Marketing and PR (offline)
 Creation of all visuals/documents ready to print, 
Supervision to printing

Printer

Marketing and PR (digital) Creation of all visuals/documents ready to send Database server

Sending Servers

Database management

Video Shooting, Editing, Supervision of all process. Rentals Cameraman and Editor

(for complex projects)

E-commerce Creation, Supervision of all process. Expenses like plugins, domain Coder

Store Manager
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Investment
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We use the “leasing” method, to provide limitless work


without affecting the brand with budget limitations.


Through reducing expenses and optimizing time, we can invest in our clients’ 

growth by possessing the majority of the resources that allow the brand to visually 

communicate their identity.
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Initially, we require an agreed upon monthly retainer, 


and as commissions increase, the retainer decreases.


Thus, allowing for a confidential partnership to be agreed upon.


Here you can find a form that guides you through the main phases of branding so 

we can better understand how we can effectively collaborate:


http://www.alessandrorussino.com/us/

A

Economic Agreement
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info@alessandrorussino.com

www.alessandrorussino.com


